ICCS Tri-Partite Alliance Team
May 2013 Communiqué
Our team formed to develop and implement a strategy for the adoption of ICCS as a norm across our
industry. The Alliance Team will know it is successful when the achievement of this certification is valued
and desired by supervisors, contractors, owners, labour providers and contractor associations.
Owner Client Sponsors– Shell Canada (John Rhind, Ian Silk); Imperial Oil Limited (Bob Kerr), Suncor (Mark Little)
Industry Champions – Al Beaudry (Ledcor), Joe Lambert (NACG), Dave Hagen (Chemco Electrical Contractors), Gary Truhn
(PCL), Wayne Prins (CLAC), Stephen Kushner (Merit), Richard Wassill (BTA), Neil Tidsbury (CLR-A)
Project Manager – Sheree Boyer, Shell Canada
Team Members – Bill Peterman (Ledcor), Dave Kallay (NACG), Dave Hagen, Matthew Hofer (Chemco Electrical Contractors),
Kevin Pretty (PCL), Elizabeth Krywolt (CNRL), Stephanie Mills, Stefane Gri (Imperial OIl Limited), Doug Dory (BTA – Building
Trades of Alberta ), Peter Pilarski (Merit), Frank Zee (CLAC – Christian Labour Association of Canada), Glen Leddy (ACSA –
Alberta Construction Safety Association ), Ron Cherlet (CLR-A – Construction Labour Relations Alberta), Paul de Jong (PCAC –
Progressive Contractors Association of Canada), Russ Belik (AIT – Alberta Apprentice and Industry Training), Tim Gondek
(OSSA), Grace Lane (Shell Canada)

People
Over the last month we have had some new additions to our team. Welcome to Tim Gondek from OSSA,
Stephanie Mills and Stefane Gri from Imperial Oil, and Grace Lane. Grace has joined our Shell team as a
senior business analyst and will play a key role in supporting ICCS engagement, delivery, and benefits
measurement and tracking.
Progress

Total number of ICCS certifications

ICCS certifications awarded each year have been steadily increasing. The graph below depicts
accelerating growth in ICCS certifications over the past 5 and ½ years. The rate of growth in the
certifications increased from 10% to 17% in 2012. In Q1 2013, we are showing a jump in annualized
growth rate to 33%.
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One year later - Successes and Lessons Learned
Our team formed a year ago just in time for the COAA Best Practices Conference where we were able to
talk about our newly formed team and our journey ahead. Since then we were able to create a Terms of
Reference for how we work together and make decisions as a team, create our project charter, an early
Road Map, and our Readiness Plans. We will continue our conversation at the COAA Best Practices
conference again this year and we hope to see many of you there. In the short term, I wanted to give
you a sneak preview of some of the points we will be speaking to at the conference.
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Engage & Plan

ICCS concept
engagement; small
but strong
certification base

Execute & Evaluate

Some industry
leaders adopting
ICCS

Key activities:
· Adopt ICCS training
as required
leadership training
· Plan internal
marketing efforts
· Create toolkit(s) and
information
packages for
distribution

· Widespread ICCS
information via social
media
· Conduct one-on-one
information sessions
· Highlight ICCS
successes
· Contracts have ICCS
KPI language
· Collective
agreements contain
ICCS provisions

Where is your company
along this continuum?

Critical mass;
pull vs. push

· Develop measurement
tools and frameworks
such as qualitative
surveys, field audit and
observation processes to
track and assure ICCS
compliance
· Large contractor
companies mentor
smaller contractor
companies
· Ensure resources
ready to execute
as demand
increases

Embed

Broad scale
adoption of
ICCS where
individuals seek
certification

· Companies develop
framework and
support networks for
individuals seeking
ICCS certification
· Convert eligible
supervisors

ICCS
industry
standard

· Track and assure
contractor compliance
· Identify ICCS certified
individuals when
completing workforce
requests
· Develop reinforcement
framework

Where are we as an industry
along this continuum?

Time

2012

Quote of the month “Collaboration is the Competitive Advantage.”
Thanks to everyone who is supporting the adoption of ICCS as an industry standard.
Regards,
Sheree Boyer
Business Improvement Lead
Heavy Oil, Operational Safety
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
E-mail: Sheree.Boyer@shell.com
Tel: +1(403)691- 4848 Other Tel: +1(403)708-8061
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